
A series of developments has spurred concerns about de-dollarization: the loss of the US dollar’s

role as the world’s hegemonic currency. Our experts assess the validity of these concerns, and

what challenges these powerful geopolitical and economic forces will continue to pose. 

Read more
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Institutional Investor Indicators

Institutional Investor Indicators

Our new suite of Institutional Investor Indicators provides a top-down view into the positioning, risk appetite and 
portfolio carbon exposure of thousands of institutional investors around the world, representing trillions in 
assets.

Read more
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Improving Cash Yields: Direct Treasuries Trading
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Improving Cash Yields: Direct Treasuries Trading

We investigate the benefits of diversifying from a traditional bank deposit base.

Learn more

The Multi-Asset Era Demands a Public-Private Data Model

The Multi-Asset Era Demands a Public-Private Data Model

Growth in investor allocations to private market assets is driving the evolution toward a multi-asset approach to
data management.

Learn more

Asset Management Amid Long-Term Inflation

Asset Management Amid Long-Term Inflation

High interest rates and persistent inflation present challenges, but the high volatility environment may also
present opportunities.

Learn more

View all insights
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Creating Better Outcomes for the World’s Investors and the People They Serve

Creating Better Outcomes for the World’s Investors and the People They Serve

We are an essential partner to institutional investors and a vital part of the global economy, with more than 10% 
of the world’s financial assets entrusted to us. Together with our clients, we help create better outcomes for the 
world’s investors and the people they serve. 

Get To Know Us
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Data Solutions and Services

Data Solutions and Services
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Our data services and solutions allow you to integrate and streamline your investment process to deliver 
efficiencies and insights across your investment operations, from portfolio construction to custody.

Learn more

Fund AdministrationFund Administration

Our fund administration services can help you comply with regulatory, financial and tax reporting 
requirements. Whatever your goals and strategies, we can support your needs — from a traditional investment 
approach to complex and hybrid multi-manager and pooled fund structures.

Learn more

Liquidity SolutionsLiquidity Solutions

Our solutions provide the tools you need to assess your liquidity risk, access finance options and execute 
trading strategies that meet changing liquidity needs.

Learn more

Financing and Collateral SolutionsFinancing and Collateral Solutions

We aligned our securities and financing solutions to deliver a holistic and flexible set of short-term liquidity and 
collateral trading solutions, with comprehensive collateral management capabilities, and pre- and post-trade 
analytics.

Learn more

View all solutions
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Driving Better Performance, Decision-Making and  Outcomes

Driving Better Performance, Decision-Making and Outcomes

Our employees come from many backgrounds and have a variety of life experiences. The insight and knowledge 
they contribute make State Street a stronger company. With a focus on educating, inspiring, and empowering our 
employees at every level, we are cultivating a global workforce that reflects the diverse clients and markets we 
serve.

Learn more
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Career OpportunitiesCareer Opportunities

Join Our Winning Team

Join Our Winning Team

With a focus on hiring and developing the most talented people in the industry, we're looking for employees with 
diverse backgrounds and perspectives who will thrive in an entrepreneurial culture and contribute to our long-
term success. If you're looking for your next challenge, explore a career with State Street.

Learn more
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